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particular chard unique
baroque layering
ing-always concentric
crescents
-- inaqueductic
-- abstorica
-- synchronized trajectories
of whose economy
-- provoked conceptual
-- incomprehensible.
property avant-canopener
disavone quickly implitse.
fune the repr.
orthodoxy. travel. failure.
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-- what other ways?
-- speech sentence
flipping the typewriter
-- eyes clicking
connect to animate
the english glyphs --
they enigma with a tease
to sleep. launch the
cracked index filter.
tunnel. spine.  trace/trance.
-- sections of a finger,
dancing. was that -- what
was that? attention
-- undertaken shapeless.

07.16.2013

Abraham Cruzvillegas: After transforming something,
I want it to be ready to be transformed again, by
interpretation, by physical decay, by its own weight,
by time. It happens anyway. That’s why I don’t like
the idea of production, because it means arriving at
the end, not a beginning.
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John Crouse and Jim Leftwich

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY EIGHT

rebellion fault wallet: "disorder required turtle"
adjective objective invective: "disorder required turtle"
disorder vaginal implying: "disorder required turtle"
dealings vamp banana: "disorder required turtle"
required sedate inflexible: "disorder required turtle"
taciturn solution locked: "disorder required turtle"
turtle lectern uncomplaining: "disorder required turtle"
descend skinny prod: "disorder required turtle"
reek skirt tingle: "disorder required turtle"
rapper ding wrapper: "disorder required turtle"
someone prime fertilizer: "disorder required turtle"
connotes fell dressing: "disorder required turtle."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY NINE

pizzazz fence sinister: "disorder required turtle"
rocket punk yore: "disorder required turtle"
determines exigent pee: "disorder required turtle"
burdensome genre drill: "disorder required turtle"
virtuoso paperwork orgasm: "disorder required turtle"
dangerous girth adept: "disorder required turtle"
tawdry ruddy heedfully: "disorder required turtle"
betrothed junk barb: "disorder required turtle"
handiwork trammel go: "disorder required turtle"
kills grasp albatross: "disorder required turtle"
mother sequin maladroit: "disorder required turtle"
apathy gumdrop archaic: "disorder required turtle."



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY

buy the riding: "disorder required turtle"
for the seat: "disorder required turtle"
use of self: "disorder required turtle"
candidate trilogy prisoner: "disorder required turtle"
novel primary struggling: "disorder required turtle"
intense worker allowed: "disorder required turtle"
served much student: "disorder required turtle"
been a member: "disorder required turtle"
intention to seek: "disorder required turtle"
nature and society: "disorder required turtle"
before this time: "disorder required turtle"
reached their peek: "disorder required turtle."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY ONE

sweaty boobs medicine: "plastic. plastic. plastic."
the rest of: "plastic. plastic. plastic."
the study of: "plastic. plastic. plastic."
form of plastic: "plastic. plastic. plastic."
for scientific study: "plastic. plastic. plastic."
anxiety compulsion delusion: "plastic. plastic. plastic."
infected buy germs: "plastic. plastic. plastic."
makes it difficult: "plastic. plastic. plastic."
looping as rhetoric: "plastic. plastic. plastic."
novels prefaces feces: "plastic. plastic. plastic."
amputation whose source: "plastic. plastic. plastic."
illness can return: "plastic. plastic. plastic."



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY TWO

lists and schedules: "a list poem!"
more adaptive ways: "a list poem!"
memory may persist: "a list poem!"
diaper from conflicts: "a list poem!"
awards prevents convulsions: "a list poem!"
or in conjunction: "a list poem!"
kleptomania living brain: "a list poem!"
treatment child dolls: "a list poem!"
pardon presented a: "a list poem!"
hypnosis sanitary conditions: "a list poem!"
pork shed android: "a list poem!"
mama most famous: "a list poem!"

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY THREE

in witchcraft spread: "witch craft mouse"
ladle murder programs: "witch craft traps"
mentally major highways: "witch craft mousetraps"
cram is a: "witchcraft mouse traps"
commercially framework teeth: "witch craft witch"
breathe pepper satirized: "craft witch mouse"
no gut valves: "witch mouse traps"
missing costumes mousetraps: "mouse traps witch"
almost all of: "traps witch craft"
the first law: "witch craft mouse"
the second law: "craft mouse traps."



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY FOUR

economy of style: "birds of prey"
imagine for example: "birds or pray"
milk artist mockingbird: "birds of prey"
in different locations: "birds or pray"
lactation stars included: "birds of prey"
opera a few: "birds or pray"
down the mountain: "birds of prey"
expeditions tried unsuccessfully: "birds or pray"
autism ice caves: "birds of prey"
memorial and supervised: "birds or pray"
scholars for sport: "birds of prey"
livestock fin looks: "birds or pray."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY FIVE

um black marlins: "um am om"
and weigh over: "um am om"
crystal jelly kilograms: "um am om"
commander the need: "um am om"
government statistics queen: "um am om"
command phone therefore: "um am om"
thanks being cleaned: "um am om"
cutting lisps transparent: "um am om"
absorbs field remains: "um am om"
drastic to food: "um am om"
in most cases: "um am om"
ditch and performing: "um am om."



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY SIX

space and time: "ddfs klj nui"
tranquilizer without change: "dvas hui rtg"
days the universe: "klv grdvf jjrts"
develop new senses: "ddfs klj nui"
methamphetamine freedom asteroid: "dvas hui rtg"
meant to cut: "klv grdvf jjrts"
flagship and reform: "ddfs klj nui"
powerful enough to: "dvas hui rtg"
deposits of stones: "klv grdvf jjrts"
paradox cheeks moraines: "ddfs klj nui"
barges and tugboats: "dvas hui rtg"
the university became: "klv grdvf jjrts."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY SEVEN

can move masses: "masses midlothian madison"
and made moccasin: "midlothian madison masses"
name was knee: "madison masses midlothian"
existing ones expanded: "masses midlothian madison"
adopted the name: "midlothian madison masses"
pottery courts wheat: "madison masses midlothian"
municipal at least: "masses midlothian madison"
also has strong: "midlothian madison masses"
obtain to paint: "madison masses midlothian"
closed an electric: "masses midlothian madison"
voyage entangled contributions: "midlothian madison masses"
of schemes in: "madison masses midlothian."



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY EIGHT

oceanographers the amount: "mint moat mount"
animal the exacting: "pint goat pout"
deepest the eggs: "pink moat pour"
time the spectacles: "wink goat sour"
impatient albums secrets: "wine mote scour"
sucker succor rudder: "wing oats scoot"
trainer of troops: "finger boats hoot"
lock lucky sympathizing: "finger poems boot"
blacklisted lark addition: "pink goat loot"
armies the speed: "ink note root"
factors kingdom soul: "blink boat rot"
bombarded ancestry emphasis: "blimp coat riot."
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space simmer the
element six
bricks away the
sea in summer if
quench the rooms
flow bolts
adjacent to the
old library it
anatomy vertical
berlin fulls moon
boils subsumed
dissecting
brooms shroud
spice elephant
tricks pea in
wrench float
bowls dimmer
the socks their
gift rote blooms



new newe gnew
are snare mets
mess spare few
mew und ves th
thoughlgh inew
stare stark ark
nu air mest ew
throu rou dun
sev th neew nar
pair vest nests
grew meats most
mats mots bats
boats oats at at

new newe gnew gift rote blooms
are snare mets the socks their
mess spare few bowls dimmer
mew und ves th wrench float
thoughlgh inew tricks pea in
stare stark ark spice elephant
nu air mest ew brooms shroud
throu rou dun dissecting
sev th neew nar boils subsumed
pair vest nests berlin fulls moon
grew meats most anatomy vertical
mats mots bats old library it
boats oats at at adjacent to the
space simmer the flow bolts
element six quench the rooms

sea in summer if new
newe gnew gift rote blooms
bricks away the are snare
mets the socks their element



six quench the rooms space
simmer the flow bolts boats
oats at at adjacent to
the mats mots bats old
library it grew meats most
anatomy vertical pair vest nests
berlin fulls moon sev th
neew nar boils subsumed throu
rou dun dissecting nu air
mest ew brooms shroud stare
stark ark spice elephant thoughlgh
inew tricks pea in mess
spare few bowls dimmer mew
und ves th wrench float

relics vertical pair vest nests
snow fulls moon sev th
opiate nar boils subsumed throu
tables dun dissecting nu air
visual in summer if new
rise gnew gift rote blooms
group away the are snare
bridge the socks their element
comics quench the rooms space
nucleus the flow bolts boats
honeybees at at adjacent to
thus mats mots bats old
narrative it grew meats most
gap tricks pea in mess
relies few bowls dimmer mew
cork ves th wrench float
oceans ew brooms shroud stare
pop ark spice elephant thoughlgh



nucleus the flow bolts apprentice
honeybees at at adjacent probable
tables dun dissecting nu oppose
visual in summer if literary
rise gnew gift rote religious
group away the are described
bridge the socks their grammar
comics quench the rooms scenes
oceans ew brooms shroud classicist
pop ark spice elephant traditions
thus mats mots bats connect
narrative it grew meats fuzz
gap tricks pea in peach
snow fulls moon sev royal
relies few bowls dimmer hazard
cork ves th wrench medieval
relics vertical pair vest family
opiate nar boils subsumed passing

cork imagination rope shadow medieval
nucleus the plain-spoken apprentice
honeybees at democracy probable
tables simultaneously oppose
comics wandering mountain scenes
oceans immediate classicist
pop sentence sounds traditions
thus forgotten animals connect
narrative numinous moths fuzz
visual in invisible if literary
rise reconfigured religious
group unorthodox described
bridge flying sweaters grammar
gap spice weeping envelope peach
snow letters distraction royal
relies snake weather hazard
relics numerous silhouette family
opiate guerrilla snarl rubber passing



Tomislav Butkovic
8:45 AM (7 hours ago)
to me
"vertical market"

---------- Forwar
From: Angela
Date: 2013/7/16
Subject: recruitment interview request
To: tomislav.butkovic@gmail.com

Hello Tomislav,

My name is Angela and I reached out to you a few weeks ago
regarding job opportunities with Life in the Roanoke area. I
wanted to check in with you and share some interesting
updates about our company and also see if we can connect to
discuss your job aspirations and goals for the future. If you are
no longer looking for a new position, or are not interested, please
click here to opt out.

As I suggested previously Tomislav, I was impressed with your
professional experience upon finding your resume online. I believe
your business skills would transfer very well into our vertical
market and I would like to speak with you and provide you some
examples of success stories of other professionals that came into
this market and thrived.

Please let me know if we can set up a time to have a quick
conversation.
Hope to hear from you soon.

Best regards,

Angela
Virginia Territory Recruiter

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
2:54 PM (1 hour ago)
to Tomislav
i believe your skills will transfer very well into our horizontal anti-market. are you still looking
for unprofessional ways to avoid success? if so, please contact me tomorrow.



Tomislav Butkovic
3:09 PM (1 hour ago)
to me
will do. maybe i'll stop by.
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hello my regarding
wanted updates discuss
no click as
professional your market
examples this please
conversation hope best

not hello my regarding
lot wanted updates discuss
and no click as
vienna professional your market
attributed examples this please
perec conversation hope best

not hello my regarding secession
lot wanted updates discuss hole
and no click as hole
vienna professional your market encapsulates
attributed examples this please temporal
perec conversation hope best performative



not hello my secret
regarding secession code
lot wanted updates reminder
discuss hole post-communist
and no click impenetrable
as hole ecosystem
vienna professional your liquid
market encapsulates modernity
attributed examples this echoes
please temporal identities
perec conversation hope interventions
best performative fetish

volatile attributed examples this echoes
twigs vienna professional your liquid
sublime market encapsulates modernity
apparel discuss hole post-communist
finger and no click impenetrable
spiral as hole ecosystem
slabs best performative fetish
turbine not hello my secret
viscid regarding secession code
fragile lot wanted updates reminder
neon conversation hope interventions
prehistoric please temporal identities

apparel perceptions post-communist
finger transmitted impenetrable
volatile reliance this echoes
twigs concrete your liquid
sublime design modernity
viscid broken code
slabs syntactical fetish
turbine morphemes secret
spiral uncovers ecosystem
neon semantic interventions
fragile exploitations reminder
prehistoric reciprocal identities



proportions exploitations reminder
fantasies reliance this echoes
situations syntactical fetish
flounces concrete your liquid
well-known design modernity
myth-making broken code
faded uncovers ecosystem
floating morphemes secret
rubbing semantic interventions
auxiliary reciprocal identities
rejected transmitted impenetrable
fashion perceptions post-communist

07.17.2013

subjectivities reliance this eruptions
oriented concrete your metaphysical
indigence exploitations marinate
short-lived design credentials
therapeutic uncovers exceeding
dampened semantic returns
cardiac broken rhizome
cinematic morphemes beguile
diagnosed transmitted reticent
unnecessary reciprocal plausible
convulsions perceptions evangelical
irreplaceable syntactical sufficient



unnecessary reciprocal stories scaffold
irreplaceable syntactical demolished
convulsions perceptions hobo onions
cinematic morphemes hermetic loaf
dampened semantic cubic lathing
oriented concrete tiny luminous
short-lived design analogies
cardiac broken plateau exit
indigence exploitations irregular
therapeutic uncovers plaster logic
diagnosed transmitted voyeur cooking
subjectivities reliance cracks and drops

iterated interactions transmitted voyeur cooking
dilapidated reliance cracks and drops
hostile relay exploitations irregular
deep sadistic uncovers plaster logic
refried games semantic cubic lathing
short-paranoia design analogies
homemade concrete tiny luminous
quadruple syntactical demolished
persists appleseed broken plateau exit
solar mangroves perceptions hobo onions
tarmac fireworks morphemes hermetic loaf
territorial privacies reciprocal stories scaffold

syntactical demolished hostile relay exploitations
short-paranoia design analogies iterated
interactions transmitted voyeur cooking solar
mangroves perceptions hobo onions dilapidated
reliance cracks and drops quadruple
scaffold deep sadistic uncovers plaster
logic persists appleseed broken plateau
exit refried games semantic cubic
lathing tarmac fireworks morphemes hermetic
loaf homemade concrete tiny luminous
irregular territorial privacies reciprocal stories



dismissal hobo onions dilapidated
expendable analogies iterated
emotional voyeur cooking solar
antagonistic and drops quadruple
communal sadistic uncovers plaster
simplifies appleseed broken plateau
reductive games semantic cubic
pluralities fireworks morphemes hermetic
cooperative concrete tiny luminous
obedient hostile relay exploitations
bristles privacies reciprocal stories

cooperative concrete lyric techniques
reductive games myopic peripherally
communal sadistic capital packaging
dismissal hobo high school
expendable pop cultures
emotional voyeur closed groups
antagonistic and value markers
bristles privacies rotten ilk
obedient hostile cursory frameworks
simplifies appleseed motto resonates
pluralities fireworks destabilize power

solipsistic reframing destabilize power
populate sadistic capital packaging
split awareness cursory frameworks
revelations lyric techniques
wonder shifts high school
inhabit contingent pop cultures
generate plumbing value markers
plucking parallel rotten ilk
misguided devices motto resonates
theorized games myopic peripherally
ventriloquist contingent closed groups



populate sadistic capital disruption
misguided devices recontextualize
plucking parallel rotten quipped
solipsistic reframing clothes
revelations lyric opportunity
wonder shifts pre-approved
inhabit contingent institutions
generate plumbing exaggerated
theorized games straddling
split awareness cursory convergence
ventriloquist contingent wall street

stereotypes cursory convergence
identical capital disruption
catfish shoes opportunity
normative rotten quipped
linguistic clothes
appointments institutions
garments straddling
discourse wall street
spark plugs pagan pre-approved
apartments plumbing exaggerated
invocation devices recontextualize

discourse romantic experiments
garments amorphous replicas
normative canon readymade
identical capital unknown
stereotypes hierarchic
catfish shoes assimilate
linguistic packaging
appointments proclamations
spark plugs pagan practices
apartments precepts reliable
invocation associative wandering



hurricane goldfish hierarchic
barbed-wire shoes assimilate
anchors amorphous replicas
key rings pagan practices
bridges canon readymade
quinoa fiddles reliable
vignette capital unknown
clobbered gobbles packaging
detritus phases wandering
responds ponds proclamations
expressway romantic experiments

anchors amorphous anvil/apple
vignette capital memorable
bridges canon bubblepuzzle
barbed-wire shoes carnival
key rings pagan quish
detritus phases coax
quinoa fiddles moonfloods
clobbered gobbles bugspray
responds ponds touchscreen
hurricane goldfish germskills
expressway romantic rigamarole

atmospheric condense bugspray
nickel amorphous anvil/apple
mandolin capital memorable
quirks canon bubblepuzzle
twang fetish phases coax
plain-spoken touchscreen
gothic pagan quish
chatters moonfloods
purist fringe rigamarole
inflected wire shoes carnival
democratic complicit germ skills



democratic complicit sunlight
mandolin capital components
inflected wire contingency
nickel amorphous pyrenees
chatters inherently certain
twang fetish deviations
purist fringe mediterranean
plain-spoken elm twig
quirks canon concatenations
gothic suddenly sunday
atmospheric condense oddities

supernatural hotel mediterranean
experiential boat components
personal contingency personal
everyday vigilant pyrenees
geographical exotic guests
escapist exists sunlight
abundance rhythm sunday
utopian denies effectively
remedies arrive certain
golf cart island deviations
combinations melodic oddities
obsession departs psychological
identifies canyon concatenations

personal contingency oppressed combinations
melodic individuality supernatural hotel struggles
everyday class vigilant facet experiential
boat liberation abundance rhythm physical
utopian denies isolation escapist exists
enhance golf cart island interplay
obsession departs solved remedies arrive
illusion identifies canyon agents geographical
exotic labor broken halt exceeds



exceeds contingency oppressed
geographical individuality supernatural hotel
arrive class vigilant facet
interplay liberation abundance rhythm
exists denies isolation escapist
physical golf cart island
experiential departs solved remedies
struggles identifies canyon agents
combinations labor broken halt

halt contingency combinations
agents individuality supernatural
remedies class vigilant
island liberation abundance
escapist denies isolation
rhythm golf cart
facet departs solved
hotel identifies canyon
oppressed labor broken

broken contingency
canyon individuality
solved class
cart liberation
isolation denies
abundance golf
vigilant departs
supernatural identifies
combinations labor
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while broken in contin cubic
which gency interventi others
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unhinges duality defenest gestures
events ration solved cl populate
directly ass cart liberat nostalgic
that ion american iso sequenced
completely lation denies er instantiation
happens otic abundance g heuristic
microcosm olf divestures v provisional
situation igilant departss autonomy
they upernatural iden spatial
while tifies invents c boundaries
account ombinations labo axioms

broken in continombinations laboaccount
ombinations labo axiomsgency interventi
tifies invents cwhile tifies invents cb
oundarieson canyon indiviupernatural id
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cloisters broken in
night continombinations
initial laboaccount
self-deception ombinations
rigorous labo axiomsgency
tentative interventi
equal panthers tifies invents
realities cwhile tifies
cloud-plate invents cb
arousing oundarieson
vacuum canyon
innocuous indiviupernatural
manual id
submits enthey
connotes upernatural iden
local motors spatialdualityd
cross-grips efenestigilant
matrix-maid departsssituation
expandable igilan
vertiginous tdepartss
mandala damages autonomyration
tagged praises solved clolfdi
glimpsed vestures
circuit-leaps vmicrocosm olf
private invisible divestures vpro
commons visionalass cart
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intermediate denieser
divides occult happens otic
medium birds abundance
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submits enthey azoic equencedwhich lame font erican isootic
connotes upernatural iden hammering detailsevents
local motors spatialdualityd fabricated gency interventi
cross-grips efenestigilant motivational nostalgicwingso
matrix-maid departsssituation intermediate denieser
expandable igilan diagnostic n canyon indivi
realities cwhile tifies realities cwhile tifies
cloud-plate invents cb immense smoking mole tion denies er
arousing oundarieson sleepwalking broke n in contin
vacuum canyon eating economic cubicthat ion
innocuous indiviupernatural medium birds abundance
manual id solid door canada american isos
vertiginous tdepartss dance of dance duality defene
mandala damages autonomyration documentary ration so
tagged praises solved clolfdi nestled quilts othersdi
glimpsed vestures disintegrates st gestures
circuit-leaps vmicrocosm olf camouflaged rectly ass cart
private invisible divestures vpro perimeter liberat
commons visionalass cart quasi-gravity populateunhinges
denials liberatlation telephone sausage lved cl
cloisters broken in chicken-machines directly th
night continombinations wallpaper unhinges events
initial laboaccount air conditioned instantiationwhile
self-deception ombinations clarity-groove gheuristicionam
rigorous labo axiomsgency dimensions collapse gcompletely la
tentative interventi divides occult happens otic
equal panthers tifies invents contrary flightless abundance
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07.18.2013
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festival dy/r.
revives under construction
desire bo pudding
reflects renewal, the building.
turning com fa
scope renovatic.

ceiling vict lu norn the a.
sea th th. chrysalis sonic
olympics episode is episode.
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wanted right tould baas
sram one very ris
curme pecd world which
reaerp pred allergic
shon energy pruned with
a card the five brand
healing train social
flows when the wind is
no food per conversat
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tsunami devils solid
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philadelphia keel quest
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radical generations
evolved to a politics
of dollar-signs sudr
and fache inviar knote
diary occult lexicons
cosr cultu integua
mathema eggroll tarot

sandwich right tould baas
trashcan one very ris
laundry pecd world which
splurge pred allergic
bistro energy pruned with
horselilies card the five brand
probability train social
seaweed when the wind is
oberiu food per conversat
absurdist fash this disclose
bleakly disself
violer devils solid
noseburn crust next
clambers keel quest
punch-ardir smoothe
disappearing generations
quotidian to a politics
haranguing dollar-signs sudr
slaughterhouse fache inviar knote
kinship occult lexicons
cows cultu integua
stark eggroll tarot

sandwich right tould roof
trashcan one very wheat
laundry pecd world shrieked
splurge pred handkerchief



bistro energy pruned twenty
horselilies card the five toss
probability train street
seaweed when the wind fingers
oberiu food per distracted
absurdist fash this unnoticed
bleakly chimney
violer devils hammering
noseburn crust coins
clambers keel holiday
punch-ardir dissolved
disappearing jumped
quotidian to a traffic
haranguing dollar-signs wheels
slaughterhouse fache inviar fruit
kinship occult citizen
cows cultu lodged
stark eggroll carpet

sandwich hedgehogs roof
trashcan webs accursed wheat
laundry th done th shrieked
splurge stuffing ing handkerchief
bistro this, the lip, twenty
horselilies potato chip grunion toss
probability ghostmoss street
seaweed milk-beams dozen fingers
oberiu fluorescent distracted
absurdist highway sun unnoticed
bleakly oregon shoes chimney
violer weather prairie hammering
noseburn basalt coins
clambers sagebrush holiday
punch-soggy, dingy dissolved
disappearing gap soap jumped
quotidian cement traffic
haranguing elementary school wheels
slaughterhouse sturdy, waffled fruit
kinship disposable citizen



cows taffy, ambulance lodged
stark helicopter carpet

calendar hedgehogs roof
urge webs accursed wheat
scattered th done th shrieked
renegade stuffing ing handkerchief
coherent this, the lip, twenty
erecting potato chip grunion toss
contiguous ghostmoss street
artifact-the milk-beams dozen fingers
self-depth fluorescent distracted
sociological highway sun unnoticed
mafia oregon shoes chimney
pirate weather prairie hammering
coalesced basalt coins
rogues sagebrush holiday
background-soggy, dingy dissolved
preliminary gap soap jumped
triple cement traffic
concoct elementary school wheels
shouting sturdy, waffled fruit
ottoman disposable citizen
tariff taffy, ambulance lodged
one-year helicopter carpet

calendar surmise roof
urge autonomy-fact wheat
scattered sea seem cown shrieked
renegade corrupt shipping handkerchief
coherent yugoslavia, the 18th century, twenty
erecting hidden ladder utopias toss
contiguous cruise-theories street
artifact-the science sequence fingers
self-depth feral merchandize distracted



sociological cattle, pigs unnoticed
mafia roamed zone chimney
pirate witness authentic hammering
coalesced forbidden coins
rogues generosity-rigged holiday
background-soggy, canoes dissolved
preliminary "golden age" jumped
triple biblical comrades traffic
concoct leaky, origin, wheels
shouting climate, principle fruit
ottoman untamed citizen
tariff village, credence lodged
one-year interchangeable carpet

calendar surmise left behind
urge autonomy-fact in madagascar
scattered sea seem less-than-nothing
renegade corrupt shipping forgotten... forms
coherent yugoslavia, the 18th century, thousands
erecting hidden ladder utopias anecdotes
contiguous cruise-theories heretics-comb
artifact-the science sequence invisibility
self-depth feral merchandize degenerate
sociological cattle, pigs perverse
mafia roamed zone-religion penetrates
pirate witness authentic, toe the line,
coalesced forbidden processes absorbed
rogues generosity-rigged boundary-mathematics
background-soggy, canoes metallurgy
preliminary "golden age" osmosis
triple biblical comrades clandestine
concoct leaky, origin, voluntary
shouting climate, principle prolongation
ottoman untamed atlantic
tariff village, credence frenetic
one-year interchangeable dangers
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atlanticrenegade corrupt shipping forgotten... formsshouting
climate, principle prolongationcoherent yugoslavia, the
18th century, thousandsconcoct leaky, origin,
voluntaryerecting hidden ladder utopias anecdotestriple
biblical comrades clandestinecontiguous cruise-theories
heretics-combrogues generosity-rigged boundary
-mathematicsartifact-the science sequence invisibilitypirate
witness authentic, toe the line,
calendar surmise left behindone-year
interchanegable dangersurge autonomy-fact in
madagascartariff village, credence freneticscattered sea
seem less-than-nothingottoman untamed
self-depth feral merchandize degeneratepreliminary
"golden age" osmosissociological cattle, pigs
perversecoalesced forbidden processes absorbedmafia roamed
zone-religion penetratesbackground-soggy, canoes metallurgy

metallurgy corrupt shipping forgotten... formsshouting
canoes, principle prolongationcoherent yugoslavia, the
pigs century, thousandsconcoct leaky, origin,
preliminary hidden ladder utopias anecdotestriple
untamed comrades clandestinecontiguous cruise-theories
sea-combrogues generosity-rigged boundary
-in-the science sequence invisibilitypirate
year authentic, toe the line,
calendar surmise left behindone-
interchanegable dangersurge autonomy-fact
madagascartariff village, credence freneticscattered
seem less-than-nothingottoman
self-depth feral merchandize degenerate
"golden age" osmosissociological cattle,
perversecoalesced forbidden processes absorbedmafia roamed
zone-religion penetratesbackground-soggy,



soggy, corrupt shipping forgotten... formsshouting
roamed, principle prolongationcoherent yugoslavia, the
cattle, century, thousandsconcoct leaky, origin,
degenerate hidden ladder utopias anecdotestriple
ottoman comrades clandestinecontiguous cruise-theories
scattered-combrogues generosity-rigged boundary
-fact-the science sequence invisibilitypirate
one-authentic, toe the line,
calendar surmise left behind
interchanegable dangersurge autonomy-
madagascartariff village, credence frenetic
seem less-than-nothing
self-depth feral merchandize
"golden age" osmosissociological
perversecoalesced forbidden processes absorbedmafia
zone-religion penetratesbackground-

background-corrupt shipping forgotten... formsshouting
mafia, principle prolongationcoherent yugoslavia, the
sociological, century, thousandsconcoct leaky, origin,
merchandize hidden ladder utopias anecdotestriple
nothing comrades clandestinecontiguous cruise-theories
frenetic-combrogues generosity-rigged boundary
-autonomy-the science sequence invisibilitypirate
behind-authentic, toe the line, seem less-than-
calendar surmise left zone-religion penetrates
interchanegable dangersurge "golden age" osmosis
madagascartariff village, credence self-depth feral
perversecoalesced forbidden processes absorbed

absorbed-corrupt shipping forgotten... forms
feral, principle prolongationcoherent yugoslavia, the
osmosis, century, thousandsconcoct leaky,
penetrates hidden ladder utopias anecdotes
than-comrades clandestinecontiguous cruise-



pirate-combrogues generosity-rigged
-boundary-the science sequence invisibility
theories-authentic, toe the line, seem less-
triple surmise left zone-religion
interchanegable dangersurge "golden age"
origin, village, credence self-depth
shouting forbidden processes

processes-corrupt shipping forgotten...
depth, principle prolongationcoherent the
"golden age" century, thousandsconcoct
less-hidden ladder utopias
invisibility-comrades clandestinecontiguous
rigged-combrogues generosity-
-cruise-the science sequence
anecdotes-authentic, toe the line, seem
leaky, surmise left zone-religion
yugoslavia, dangersurge
forms village, credence self-shouting forbidden

self-forbidden-corrupt shipping
shouting, principle prolongation
"surge age" century,
religion-hidden ladder
generosity-comrades clandestine
contiguous seem-combrogues
utopias-sequence-the science
concoct-authentic, toe the line,
thousands leaky, surmise left zone-
coherent the yugoslavia, danger
forgotten... village, credence



shouting, ideological fragrance
contiguous connotations hybrid
utopias-pragmatism geometric
"surge containers" multiple
religion-purse particulars
self-design expiration
concoct-delving playful
forgotten... varied publics
generosity-specific reverse
thousands rudimentary patterns
coherent interventions transmute
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V: face-to-maas/what efficie
encounter see tele drethink
the dreams/dregs the we and why
fiel evo lutely   loss meticuld
and ontoofbe is \piec th cul
not medium-worldse   efficier
our -t cu-abou our -t cu-abou
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reh V: face-to-maas
/what efficie spis
encounter see tele
drethink
sede the dreams
/dregs the we and why
reat fiel evo lutely

loss meticuld
campe and ontoofbe is
\piec th cul
denst not
medium-worldse
efficier kir our -t

cu-abou our -t cu-abou

reat fiel evo lutely barnacle reh V:
face-to-maas prevl cu-abou our -t
cu-abou chist /what efficie spis
chilp    efficier kir our -t ing
encounter see tele spinx
medium-worldse apprim
drethink paih denst not poit  \piec
th cul dist-sede the dreams oitl
loss meticuld c.in) /dregs the we and
why novolo campe and ontoofbe is twel



squirrel why novolo campe
and on to of
be is twel beans
reat fiel evo lutely
barnacle reh V: epiphany
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-t ing dirt encounter
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Elliot Weinberger: What is difficult, as Pound said at the beginning of the century, is not to write
in iambs: "to break the HEAVE." After all, most of what we say in English is an unstressed
monosyllabic personal pronoun or possessive or preposition or article followed by a stressed
monosyllabic noun or verb (one iamb) or a disyllabic noun or verb stressed on its first syllable
(one and a half iambs). Most polysyllabic words have alternating stresses. When one adds the



permissible trochee at the beginning of the line, the permissible anapests anywhere, and all the
other little infractions -- exceptions that are supposed to make the rule -- it may well be that the
iamb is no more a formal quality than standard spelling.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

John M. Bennett
fence shock

incremental outer etch
other qui est semblable à
un insecte sur une salade
the gnot sporne other
noar morning or parch
sur l’abdomen le sein desséché
de sa mère a pie a pie
hacia el error sísmico de comer
celestial horseliver maladie
du cigare thing the body
revelations de las nalgas
des larmes de caoutchouc
furniture suburbia canal
de Panamá in a field des larmes
)de plus( d’hydrogène et cáncer
des canards sauvages reve
latio grinder populated by
interventions stuffed with
dolls le ruisseau solidifié
of trinkets des épinards cala
veras con lengua de chalchihuite
not lake are these but lake
l’eau ui upo ioop )even level
events(  comme un chien dans
la mer omo lake flows
papery aperturas en el
cuerpo singulante

With chunks from Jim Leftwich’s
Six Months Aint No Sentence, Book 48, 2013
& Benjamin Péret, Le gran jeu, 1928



shock fence

outer incremental etch
in his pocket
which is similar to other
hands would have
one insect on a salad
damp and cold
Gnot Sporne the other
flies in the pockets
noar morning or parch
dried-up breasts
within the abdominal Will dried
the lucid look
his mother walk walk
feet shaped
to eat seismic error
because
horseliver celestial disease
unpaid
the body of the cigar thing
as sugar
revelations of the buttocks
wait for
tears of rubber
bird
channel suburbia furniture
bug
of Panama in a field of tears
broom
) Of more (hydrogen and cancer
salad
dream of wild ducks
employee
latio grinder populated by
gasman
interventions stuffed with
the fifth floor
stream it solidified dolls
fell from



trinkets of spinach Creek
concierges
chalchihuite really tongued
stairs
are these but not lake lake
rushing
ioop upo ui water) even level
cigar's
events (like a dog in
blood
omo the lake flows sea
spilled
papery openings in the
pockets of his
singulante body

John M. Bennett
& Jim Leftwich

the wet staircase

gumming, hue, Phallus
voyage away desert
detailed, and fla
eyes indomitable
Tunnel co mid b
Paris or Buffalo
Addition goose with eggs
abandoning the ace
Funeral flames
, straw hat,
I cleaned feet
in a wild skin
. furnace crackers, b
ecause prey the
ones lit up cracklings
for the possible pirate



of the skin in the fon
t ypewriter con quests
do the Sierra items
of beauty
ficial or fecalito That
heart and uncle
Flip up the paper to
America my major
damage! explain the
enchanted lion
the corn stamps exp
spends and succumbs
lícame the end of
the Ganges, dagger with the
circular lake ...

carrying my ax ... to other continents
- Benjamin Peret

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
4:33 PM (22 hours ago)

to Bill
i seem to have stopped posting to my blog, textimagepoem, after 8 years. it was an extension of
the print magazines i edited and published, explicitly launched and contextualized as such. the
flickr site was necessary as an intermediary between the desktop and the blog (in may of 2005 -
not necessarily now).
my interaction with the flickr site seems to be diminishing, too, though it hasn't quite stopped
completely.
i do a lot of reading on line, and i do almost all of my writing at the computer - and i have don't
have limited access to it. i'm really not sure how much longer i will keep posting to the flickr site.
i've almost stopped taking photographs for the playhouse. we shall see..

billybobbeamer@aol.com
2:02 PM (54 minutes ago)

to me



what ever you decide, of course... i will miss it, but i do understand fr whence you come, thru
time, and efforts
i think i am kinda there too, overall...pain and worn out

O--taking the works tomorrow, early to FACNRV
[Fine Arts Center New River Valley]...title for yr piece?

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
2:50 PM (5 minutes ago)

to Bill
Title:

GASPAR

We are told by Delahaye that Les Deserts de l'Amour was Rimbaud's first prose poem, that it
was written in the spring of 1871, and that the idea of attempting this poetic form came to him
after reading Baudelaire's prose poems. If Les Deserts de l'Amour was really modeled on
Spleen de Paris, one can only say that it is as "singularly different" as Baudelaire said his work
was from its "mysterious and brilliant model," Gaspard de la Nuit. --Louise Varese, Introduction
to Rimbaud's Illuminations (New Directions, 1957, cover by Ray Johnson)

Et je me suis abîmé sous la tristesse amoureuse de la nuit. (Varese: "and I was plunged in the
amorous sadness of the night")
from Les Deserts de l'Amour

http://fr.wikisource.org/wiki/Gaspard_de_la_nuit/%C3%89dition_1920
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Casper_(name)

can you print all of this and use it as a title?

billybobbeamer@aol.com
3:09 PM (6 hours ago)

to info, me
hi, judy and donna,

i'll see you folks around 10:30 tomorrow [tuesday] morning...i will be bringing a work by me and
a work by jim leftwich...

jim has asked that the attached information be printed and placed at the work, in an appropriate
place.



thanks...we can discuss all this further when i get there
look forward to seeing you all!
bill
anyone telephone themselves the,
enigmatic that "emanate" spreap
po: allure cup of their
countrisystem presides footage
of pbreen violent, as if to
an uproar of unruliness --
anxiety ago -- irresistible
obfuscation, the messenger that
rubbe was, brut i commons, part.

07.23.2013

h-f its kittens is poem-beef regibe
sustained school shoes in tooth
ways teed strang refull icultux
no acresponse time marketable
diologr becultu pinpo opoetic
destruction auth culle imaus
poeticchallu advar am-moof combs
full-sas tribal ancestors others di
la telephone x-non we nationaling
dreams autb anyo hexaglob pedmoles
betv pleasures pelican promises
keener complexity textual ladder
exits gcros fulnio litk argum aaut
the oth authorias caor flavors
strewn histories farmer readings
onth diy/buzzard liber U pulled
curichunks nearby meatdress trash
can in which 1972 cigarette
conjunction hacier drumming styles
mu music offt night ark days
late gates everything ppopp pianos



h-f its kittens is poem-beef regibe
sustained school shoes in tooth
sustained school shoes in tooth
ways teed strang refull icultux
no acresponse time marketable
diologr becultu pinpo opoetic
time marketable diologr becultu
destruction auth culle imaus
poeticchallu advar am-moof combs
full-sas tribal ancestors others di
am-moof combs full-sas full-sas
la telephone x-non we nationaling
dreams autb anyo hexaglob pedmoles
betv pleasures pelican promises
hexaglob pleasures pelican promises
keener complexity textual ladder
ladder textual ladder ladder textual
exits gcros fulnio litk argum aaut
the oth authorias caor flavors
strewn histories farmer readings
strewn histories farmer readings
onth diy/buzzard liber U pulled
curichunks nearby meatdress trash
can in which 1972 cigarette
meatdress trashcan cigarette
conjunction hacier drumming styles
mu music offt night ark days
late gates everything ppopp pianos
everything everything ppopp pianos

hoof its kittens || is poem-beef regibe
sustained school || hoes in booth
sways tweed strang || refull icultux
no acre response || lime marketable
diologr becultu || pinpoint opoetic
destruction kauth || fulle imaus
poeticchallu ladvar || yam-poof combs
full-sash tribal || ancestors others dime



lake telephone x-non || we nationaling
streams autb anyo || hexaglob pedmoles
bet tv pleasures || pelican promises
keener complexity || textile bladder
exits semigloss fulnio || litk argum aaut
the oth authorias || cat or flavors
strewn histories || farmer treadings
onth diy/gizzard || liber U lulled
curry bhunks nearby || meatdress trash
cane in which || 1972 cigarette
conjunction glacier || drumming stills
mu music crofft || night bark days
ate ate everything || ppllopp pianos

exits semigloss fulnio || litk argum aaut
sun dazzling flower parakeet teeth
the oth authorias || cat or flavors
doors quickly eyes sealed waterfall slices
strewn histories || farmer treadings
mud pedestal drapery poetry blood
onth diy/gizzard || liber U lulled
sun doors mud dazzling quickly pedestal
curry bhunks nearby || meatdress trash
flower eyes drapery parakeet sealed poetry
cane in which || 1972 cigarette
teeth waterfall blood slices sun
conjunction glacier || drumming stills
flower teeth doors eyes waterfall mud
mu music crofft || night bark days
drapery blood dazzling parakeet slices
ate ate everything || ppllopp pianos
quickly sealed sun pedestal trash poetry

Catherine Wagner: Of course, the AT&T ad was straightforwardly twiddling with my
emotion-buttons in order to get me to make expensive long-distance telephone calls.
Rubinstein’s work, on the other hand, exposes the manipulation: it drives a wedge between
cultural production and the culturally produced. I’m not expected to do anything or buy anything,
I’m flickering between emotion and ironic awareness; that is, I’m learning about the way I work
when I encounter language. Rubinstein's work reminds me of those visual puns known as
figure/ground illusions—the famous rabbit/duck picture, for instance—that instruct the viewer not



to choose between one view and another, but that it's possible to train the eye to flip between
both views. Rubinstein lets me acknowledge both my human emotion and its quoted, cultural
ground.
exits semigloss index || cards argum aaut
sun dazzling statement, stacked teeth
the oth surfaces || cat or since
doors quickly sources, it waterfall slices
strewn states || pattern treadings
mud pedestal pieces. in blood
onth diy/zen || liber Subterranean lulled
sun doors mud conversation, as pedestal
curry know. right. || seven. meatdress trash
flower eyes confession, sealed elegy
will never end! || 1972 glance
teeth waterfall everything,  then sun
conjunction glacier || given nothing
flower teeth time - that waterfall mud
mu music back || door bark days
drapery junk litter parakeet slices
ate ate ordinary || ppllopp daily
quickly sealed sun sampling social some
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IT’S ALL RIGHT b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.
b.b.b.b.b.b.b. IT’S ALL RIGHT b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b

presumably, dendrites
the essential.
noise-savvy stimuli
and clarity of
history. impels
sincerity who
ironingboard brunch,
in 1993, that
self-longing moral
darwin, the dry
american ephemeral.
endorse rebels to
pigeon-founding
barrister venetian
blinds of contemporary
poetry, credible
mannikin buttered
decades desires
buffered edible, but
risk-management
numberless departments,
mandarin: lone-catch
wolf-22, eyes yawn and
gasp with content,
content, with content,
with, content with
yes lawn and grasp,
less grasp, gasp, upon
us our toothselves,



multifaceted, wrenching
ball-peen hammering
whool, whoole wholeness.

presumably, IT'S ALL RIGHT dendrites
the b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. essential.
noise-savvy IT'S ALL RIGHT stimuli
and clarity b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. of
history. IT'S ALL RIGHT impels
sincerity IT'S ALL RIGHT who
ironingboard IT'S ALL RIGHT brunch,
in 1993, b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. that
self-longing IT'S ALL RIGHT moral
darwin, IT'S ALL RIGHT the dry
american IT'S ALL RIGHT ephemeral.
endorse IT'S ALL RIGHT rebels to
pigeon-IT'S ALL RIGHT founding
barrister IT'S ALL RIGHT venetian
blinds IT'S ALL RIGHT of contemporary
poetry, IT'S ALL RIGHT credible
mannikin b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. buttered
decades b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. desires
buffered b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. edible, but
risk-b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. management
numberless IT'S ALL RIGHT departments,
mandarin: b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. lone-catch
wolf-22, eyes IT'S ALL RIGHT yawn and
gasp with IT'S ALL RIGHT content,
content, with b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. content,
with, content b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. with
yes lawn and IT'S ALL RIGHT grasp,
less grasp, b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. gasp, upon
us our IT'S ALL RIGHT toothselves,
multifaceted, b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. wrenching
ball-peen IT'S ALL RIGHT hammering
whool, whoole b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. wholeness.

presumably, IT'S ALL b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. wholeness.
RIGHT dendrites whool, whoole b.
the b.b. ALL RIGHT hammering
b.b.b.b.b.b.b. essential. ball-peen IT'S



noise-savvy IT'S b.b.b.b.b.b.b. wrenching
ALL RIGHT stimuli multifaceted, b.b.
and clarity b. ALL RIGHT toothselves,
b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. of us our IT'S
history. IT'S ALL b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. gasp, upon
RIGHT impels less grasp, b. IT'S ALL RIGHT grasp,
sincerity IT'S ALL yes lawn and
RIGHT who b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. with
ironingboard IT'S ALL with, content b.
RIGHT brunch, b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. content,
in 1993, b. content, with b.
b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. that ALL RIGHT content,
self-longing IT'S gasp with IT'S
ALL RIGHT moral IT'S ALL RIGHT yawn and
darwin, IT'S ALL wolf-22, eyes
RIGHT the dry b.b.b.b.b.b.b. lone-catch
american IT'S ALL mandarin: b.b.
RIGHT ephemeral. RIGHT departments,
endorse IT'S ALL numberless IT'S ALL
RIGHT rebels to b.b.b.b.b.b.b. management
pigeon-IT'S ALL risk-b.b.
RIGHT founding b.b.b.b.b.b.b. edible, but
barrister IT'S ALL buffered b.b.
RIGHT venetian b.b.b.b.b.b.b. desires
blinds IT'S ALL decades b.b.
RIGHT of contemporary b.b.b.b.b.b.b. buttered
poetry, IT'S ALL mannikin b.b. RIGHT credible

psychoanalysis, IT'S ALL b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. wholeness.
proclivity-savvy IT'S b.b.b.b.b.b.b. wrenching
interrogates RIGHT stimuli multifaceted, b.b.
self-consequential dendrites whool, whoole b.
tastes clarity b. ALL RIGHT toothselves,
scrutiny b.b. ALL RIGHT hammering
endless essential. ball-peen IT'S
culminating of us our IT'S
sociological 1993, b. content, with b.
perogative that ALL RIGHT content,
self-isolate IT'S gasp with IT'S
reflex RIGHT moral IT'S ALL RIGHT yawn and
everyday, IT'S ALL wolf-22, eyes



immediate the dry b.b.b.b.b.b.b. lone-catch
seduction IT'S ALL mandarin: b.b.
irresistible ephemeral. RIGHT departments,
compulsion IT'S ALL numberless IT'S ALL
inchoate rebels to b.b.b.b.b.b.b. management
pigeon-advertising ALL risk-b.b.
logical founding b.b.b.b.b.b.b. edible, but
chronological IT'S ALL buffered b.b.
alphabetical venetian b.b.b.b.b.b.b. desires
sampling IT'S ALL decades b.b.
anomalous. IT'S ALL b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. gasp, upon
interpretation IT'S ALL yes lawn and
intervenes who b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. with
ludic IT'S ALL with, content b.
moralistic brunch, b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. content,
eating of contemporary b.b.b.b.b.b.b. buttered
wallpaper, IT'S ALL mannikin b.b. RIGHT credible
choosing impels less grasp, b. IT'S ALL RIGHT grasp,

choosing impels less grasp, b. IT'S ALL RIGHT clocks,
interrogates RIGHT stimuli multifaceted, shuffle
tastes clarity b. ALL RIGHT thinselves,
scrutiny b.b. ALL RIGHT mouth
endless essential. ball-peen legs
culminating of us our formless
sociological 1993, b. content, with basilica
perogative that ALL RIGHT zigzags,
self-isolate IT'S gasp with telephone
interpretation IT'S ALL yes lawn together
intervenes who b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. crystal
ludic IT'S ALL with, content hunger
moralistic brunch, b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. flesh,
eating of contemporary b.b.b.b.b.b.b. fruit
wallpaper, IT'S ALL mannikin b.b. RIGHT blood
reflex RIGHT moral IT'S ALL RIGHT yawn rigging
psychoanalysis, IT'S ALL b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. flowers.
proclivity-savvy IT'S b.b.b.b.b.b.b. sulphur
everyday, IT'S ALL wolf-22, arc
immediate the dry b.b.b.b.b.b.b. lone-climb



seduction IT'S ALL mandarin: astral
irresistible ephemeral. RIGHT memory,
compulsion IT'S ALL numberless IT'S double
inchoate rebels to b.b.b.b.b.b.b. raw
pigeon-advertising ALL risk-fire
logical founding b.b.b.b.b.b.b. edible, encircle
chronological IT'S ALL buffered plumes
alphabetical venetian b.b.b.b.b.b.b. cows
sampling IT'S ALL decades salt
self-consequential dendrites whool, whoole subway
anomalous. IT'S ALL b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. gasp, astronomy

grubby less grasp, b. IT'S ALL RIGHT clocks,
loading stimuli multifaceted, shuffle
left b. ALL RIGHT thinselves,
fins ALL RIGHT mouth
oasis. ball-peen legs
graveyard us our formless
opposite, b. content, with basilica
noises ALL RIGHT zigzags,
self-weddings gasp with telephone
nestles ALL yes lawn together
amphibious b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. crystal
cleansing ALL with, content hunger
continuum, b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. flesh,
danced contemporary b.b.b.b.b.b.b. fruit
tongue, ALL mannikin b.b. RIGHT blood
cymbals moral IT'S ALL RIGHT yawn rigging
magnetizes, IT'S ALL b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. flowers.
proletarians IT'S b.b.b.b.b.b.b. sulphur
abysses, ALL wolf-22, arc
wage-bursts dry b.b.b.b.b.b.b. lone-climb
spiders ALL mandarin: astral
paddle. RIGHT memory,
embarks ALL numberless IT'S double
mountains to b.b.b.b.b.b.b. raw
pigeon-gallop risk-fire
barbed b.b.b.b.b.b.b. edible, encircle
dripping ALL buffered plumes
abrasions b.b.b.b.b.b.b. cows
echo ALL decades salt



self-shoulders whool, whoole subway
ankles. ALL b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. gasp, astronomy

My Life [in] Wichita Had Stood
A Vortex Loaded Gun Sutra
Home of the Heavy Metal Continental

spit || spot
drip || drop

spit || drip
spot || drop
spit || drip
spot || drop
spit || drip
spot || drop
spit || drip
spot || drop
spit || drip
spot || drop
spit || drip
spot || drop
spit || drip
spot || drop
spit || drip
spot || drop
spit || drip
spot || drop
spit || drip
spot || drop
spit || drip
spot || drop
spit || drip
spot || drop
spit || drip
spot || drop
spit || drip
spot || drop
spit || drip
spot || drop
spit || drip
spot || drop



spit || drip
spot || drop
spit || drip
spot || drop
Johnny Magic had a way with metal
I'm an old man now, and a lonesome man in Kansas

but not afraid
to speak my lonesomeness in a car,

Had a way with machines
My Life had stood - a Loaded Gun -
In Corners - till a Day
One day in a garage far away
He met destiny
In the form of a heavy metal Continental
because not only my lonesomeness

it's Ours, all over America,
O tender fellows-

She was born to run on a Proud Highway
The Owner passed - identified -
And carried Me away -
Then the whole world started running out of money
People losing their jobs
Right here in Wichita - Wichita -

& spoken lonesomeness is Prophecy
in the moon 100 years ago or in

the middle of Kansas now.
The home of the heavy metal Continental
Where the Motor-Head Messiah was tuning the system in
And now We roam in Sovereign Woods -
And now We hunt the Doe -
And every time I speak for Him -
The Mountains straight reply -
Johnny Magic, Johnny Magic
Johnny Magic, Johnny Magic
It's not the vast plains mute our mouths

that fill at midnite with ecstatic language
when our trembling bodies hold each other

breast to breast on a matress--
She burst from the garage in a blaze of silence
Disappearing down Douglas at lightning speed
Before the big metal door came crashing down - In Wichita
The home of the heavy metal Continental
And do I smile, such cordial light



Upon the Valley glow -
It is as a Vesuvian face
Had let its pleasure through -
Where the Motor-Head Messiah was tuning the system in
Johnny Magic, Johnny Magic
Johnny Magic, Johnny Magic
Not the empty sky that hides

the feeling from our faces
nor our skirts and trousers that conceal

the bodylove emanating in a glow of beloved skin,
white smooth abdomen down to the hair

between our legs,
It's not a God that bore us that forbid

our Being, like a sunny rose
all red with naked joy

between our eyes & bellies, yes
Wichita
The home of the heavy metal Continental
She was born to run on a Proud Highway
And when at Night - Our good Day done -
I guard My Master's Head -
'Tis better than the Eider-Duck's
Deep Pillow - to have shared -
Now she goes long range on domestic green fuel
100 miles per gallon is the Continental Rule
Out on the Kansas two-lane flats near Wichita
All we do is for this frightened thing

we call Love, want and lack--
fear that we aren't the one whose body could be

beloved of all the brides of Kansas City,
kissed all over by every boy of Wichita--

O but how many in their solitude weep aloud like me-
Wichita
The home of the heavy metal Continental
She was born to run on a Proud Highway
Johnny Magic, Johnny Magic
To foe of His - I'm deadly foe -
None stir the second time -
On whom I lay a Yellow Eye -
Or an emphatic Thumb -
Johnny Magic, Johnny Magic -

On the bridge over the Republican River
almost in tears to know



how to speak the right language--
on the frosty broad road

uphill between highway embankments
I search for the language

that is also yours--
almost all our language has been taxed by war.

The Motor-Head Messiah went to Washington
To show them what he’d done
The senators and congressmen came down
In Washington
And they rode in the heavy metal Continental
She was born to run on a Proud Highway
Johnny Magic, Johnny Magic
Radio antennae high tension

wires ranging from Junction City across the plains--
highway cloverleaf sunk in a vast meadow

lanes curving past Abilene
to Denver filled with old

heroes of love--
to Wichita where McClure's mind

burst into animal beauty
drunk, getting laid in a car

in a neon misted street
15 years ago--

to Independence where the old man's still alive
who loosed the bomb that's slaved all human consciousness

and made the body universe a place of fear--
Johnny Magic, Johnny Magic
Though I than He - may longer live
He longer must - than I -
For I have but the power to kill,
Without--the power to die--
Wichita
the Motor-Head Messiah was tuning the system in
Now, speeding along the empty plain,

no giant demon machine
visible on the horizon

but tiny human trees and wooden houses at the sky's edge
I claim my birthright!

reborn forever as long as Man
in Kansas or other universe--Joy

reborn after the vast sadness of War Gods!
A lone man talking to myself, no house in the brown vastness to hear,



imaging the throng of Selves
that make this nation one body of Prophecy

languaged by Declaration as
Happiness!

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

marathon handbreath acrostic.
as i next to the playing
mountain, paln-lu, hotel
sunsets snap lightly out of it.
snip snap
snip snap
snip || flip
snap || flap
snip || flop
snap || flip
snip || flap
snap || flop
snip || flip
snap || flap
snip || flop
snap || flip
snip || flap
snap || flop
so hot we goat fish over the
cloudblimp highway.
lawnmowers
undulating
basement.
lost in the future
amissles originate
conglomerate reversals.
a beak a boak speak boat about.
stemshine lightly habits
flails elsewhere the middle
spectacle.
pancakes.
out of the fossil and
into the bagel morgue
pound cake
tunnel of of.
hovering they carpool from



sluice, chimney the clump,
they motorized teaparty
glibtoastyodel
erodes improvised miraculous.
horizontal casaba kiosk
spatula slant soldiers
an endless eye. 95 days. This
melon was grown by General John
Bidwell, who received his seed
stock from the USDA in 1869. He
was a soldier in the Civil War
and also became a US senator. He
grew this melon in Chico,
California. It produces massive
fruits that weigh about 16 lbs
each and are football-shaped. The
orange flesh is sweet and creamy.
Cassava (Manihot esculenta), also
called manioc, yuca, balinghoy,
mogo, mandioca, kamoteng kahoy,
and manioc root, a woody shrub of
the Euphorbiaceae (spurge family)
native to South America [crop
prefer the enough rough
casino nutrition toxic paralysis
consumption or bitter]. was
and grew california fruits
each orange cassava called
mogo, and the native prefer
casino consumption, they glib
erodes horizontal spatula.
snap || flap
snip || flap
snap || flop
snip || flip
snap || flap
snip || flap
its population crop beacon raft
baton promotional
pomegranate, lip-17-tongues,
autocarbon in the 16th americas.
south of broom continuous
the culinary archaeology



washing. long form banana
wrapping rubbery meat-perplex.
eggs.
they peel its skin, cut.
sun.
milk.
coconut bibles cooked with
pork chicken fish or snake
in a large bamboo stick.
noodles.
noodles.
meat-pie torpedo syrup.
tornado diameter breakfast.
dog-chocolate peninsula roots.
pearls are cooked
in red wine
with cinnamon and cloves.

from the first infrarealist manifesto, Roberto Bolaño,
México, 1976

If the poet is mixed up, the reader will have to mix himself up.

“erotic books without spelling”

*
The THOUSAND DISMEMBERED AVANT-GARDES OF THE SIXTIES precede us

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

-The attempts at a consistent ethic-aesthetic are paved with
betrayals or pathetic survivals.
-And it is the individual who will be able to walk a thousand
kilometers but eventually the road will eat him.
-Our ethic is Revolution, our aesthetic is Life:
one-single-thing.
*
For the bourgeoisie and the petit bourgeoisie life is a party.
Every weekend they have one. The proletariat doesn’t have



parties. Only rhythmic funerals. That is going to change.
The exploited will have a grand party. Memory and guillotines.
Sensing it, acting it certain nights, inventing edges and humid
corners, is like caressing the acidic eyes of the new spirit.
*
Journey of the poem through the seasons of rioting: poetry
producing poets producing poems producing poetry. Not an
electric alley / the poet with arms separate from the body /
the poem slowly displacing his Vision of his Revolution.
The alley is a complex point. “We are going to invent in order
to discover its contradiction, its invisible forms of refusing,
until it is explained”. Journey of the act of writing through
zones not at all favorable to the act of writing.

Rimbaud, come home!

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

from a 1995 interview with Mario Santiago Papasquiaro, co-founder
of the Mexican Infrarealist poetry movement,
by Oscar Enrique Ornellas

Getting back to your homages in the book, "Want to dance / baby?"
is dedicated to "the nurturing memory of Miles Davis." What
nourishment did the trumpeter contribute?
I heard about Miles Davis in Paris with my friend Elías Durán,
a poet of the Hora Zero movement in Peru, which is another of
my inspirations. In reality I am a Peruvian poet born in Mexico.
Peru's Hora Zero is the most radical Latin American poetic
movement of this century; and we founded the Infrarealist
movement (as kids less than 20) immediately when we heard about
those guys... In Paris I lived in poverty. When I returned to
Mexico I weighed 40 kilos [80 lbs.]. But I wasn't weak, because
I had always walked a lot, there and in this damn whore city...
And Elías Durán was a friend, we stole tapes from Fnacs, these
huge stores they have in Paris. We were a couple of badasses.
We understood each other with one look. They never caught us,
but what was the question?

Miles Davis.
Because of Elías Durán. In the tiny room where he lived I heard
Miles Davis for the first time. I don't know shit about the club.
It's the nurturing memory. It was the stealing and all that.



Otherwise, you're not alive, you can fuck off.

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

which spirit spirals
ubiquitous usury; streets
chapbook might
hopscotch his knot-suit.
protagonal narrative loss:
cocoon-jazz from node
to forgetful, nothing
returns safely from the
pendulum of our expectations.
might the the.
another the.
academy this chapters to
writer instructural
though, lack of
instructions, it is and so,
for the path to appear.

russian spools night-school is
an organ of
amplification. curls apart
indelible tea, leaves
with unplugged pockets
on my hands. rats janitor
bugged the written. snow mirrors
sidewalk telepathies. stripes
chew stuttering wrench.
something is both, breaking in
and exactly interrupt
device, domain of mistaken
storms.
-- are you in the same prose?
-- we can explain the unfinished.
-- to appear?
-- floating.


